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About This Content

Toposim Australia for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 11/19m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for Australia, improving the
accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

VFR flying over Australia has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all where they should be.
Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.

This pack includes terrain mesh for the following areas:

New Caledonia

New South Wales

Northern Territory

Queensland

South Australia

Tasmania
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Victoria
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Pros and Cons

Pros:
- Nice Story
- Cool Puzzle
- Immersion
- Free
- You get to kill a dude

Cons:
- A 10 minute game
- Pistol physics are awful
- Puzzle was farely easy

I would pick this up if you havent already, tho the game is short it is worth the experience. I liked this game more than i hated it
because you felt like you were actually an agent whose mission was to investigate Ben Miller.

6/10 - Would reccomend. downloaded it. Didn't work. Had to download another thing for it to work. It works. No sound.
0/10 this is greatest game of all time.. First off, you have to know what you're getting into before you play this. It definitly has
some pretty dark stuff in it. Once you get past that you get into a sort of experimentation phase where you just want to try
different combination of materials to see what comes out. After a while though, you realize that the whole point is to grow you
girls, so you can kill and harvest their "affinity".

So why do I recommend it? First its very unique. It puts you in the driver seat of a deranged and broken man, doing everything
he can to save his daughter. The stuff you have to do in the game is freaking insane, but all the while you are learning the story
of how you got to this insanity. Overall, well worth your time if you can stomach all the murder.. i think you should fix server
sea since i just today want to try this game but after entering training room or match i cant even pick item or weapon or
anything like jetpack it quite laggy. please fix it and then will i try this game again or never play again. As of now I cannot
recomend this game. I will change it when i see fit but as of now there are only 3 levels, about an hour od gameplay. When the
dev's add actual content to this great concep and visually appealing game that has so much potential, i will be 100% for it. Try
the demo however, it is really fun and thats all you really get from purchasing... It feels like a demo.. While a solid attempt, the
game falls short of pretty much all accounts except one:

- Super short, ~90min to play through everything
- Time mechanic interesting but fairly repetative
- The game is designed for 7-10 year olds. While I don't take that as a negative please note that. I enjoyed Rayman a lot which
may have similar auidence I found this too childish.
- The puzzles are not always very logical especially given the target auidence, platforming is straightforward and linear
- Graphics are very good and animation is what you would expect for an artsy game
- Story is decent for the short time game has to offer

If you are looking for a game for your kid then this might be a good choice. Alternatively, get it on severe discount. Otherwise,
move along.. have only played for a few minutes, but so far love it. The music is sick!
Gonna have to invest some time into playing more, cus so far I'm not very good. Friggen shaddow guy rofl stomped me!
nice work 10\/10 would play again!. So far so good, amazing voice acting and amazing graphics. Running maxed out graphics on
my factory overclocked 1070 gaming X with 200% supersample(in-game options) with a solid 90 fps, not a single dip. I'll
update after I've beaten the game, but at a first glance it's amazing.

EDIT: Will note that free walk kinda sucks and is SUPER slow with forced trackpad push on Vive. Using the dash teleport is
actually pretty great, a good mix between teleport and free walk.. Recommended for anyone who likes shooting Colombian
gangsters.
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this game needs more atention than it gets, it has a beutiful art style and makes a really good atmosphere it has a good developed
world and is very large, the gameplay can be a little complicated and some things are a little bit unfair but i think is part of the
expirience and i really loved the story and the characters i really recomend it if you like a good horror game. This game is a hot
mess. I love the Nancy Drew games but this is one of the worst games in the series. The plot is not well done, it's like 3 weak
subplots smooshed together to make the 'mystery'. The characters were strange and unlikeable, the puzzles were lackluster, and
the ending was awful.

Probably the one fun thing about this game was being able to play as Frank and Joe Hardy. Plus the graphics were nice and I
could appreciate the fact that when this game came out the graphics would have been fairly cutting edge for a ND game.

Overall this game feels like the production of it was rushed and not a lot of effort was put into it. I'm really surprised that Her
Interactive would release a game this bad. There are much, much better games in the series and I would reccomend pretty much
any of them over this one. Unless you are a Nancy Drew fan and really want to play every title in the series, I would skip this
one.. Pretty cool game. The mechanics are good and the story is also neat. It's kinda short but 2 hours for 5 bucks is fair i'd say..
Short but highly recommend, Wonderful piece of work.. It's exactly what it says. If you just want to toy around with Fireworks
and timing / music, its a nice time waster. If you haven't already guessed, its not a "game" like that old launch PS2 title. It's a
building sim.
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